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HISTORY OF SIGNALLING IN 100 OBJECTS
OSPREY BODY ARMOUR
Osprey body armour was used by ISAF soldiers
including Royal Signals when deployed in Afghanistan, see picture to the left. The concept of
body armour has been around for a very long
time but often with mixed results. There are stories from WW1 of the army greatcoat when
worn wet stopping a low calibre bullet and there
are pictures in museums of a bullet being caught
by a bible,a hip flask and a vest pocket Kodak
camera!
Force protection has come a long way since
then . Soldiers in WW1 had no body armour and
at the start had no steel helmet, Tommy’s “soup
plate” helmet only came into service during
WW1 with trench warfare to protect the head
from indirect fire from artillery and mortars .
WW2 saw little change with British soldiers still
using the same shape helmet.
Troops serving in internal security operations
after WW2 again had no body armour. This did
not appear until operations in Northern Ireland.
See the second picture where the Royal Signals
officer is wearing the standard “flak jacket”
which was used there. Note the concept that, if
possible, helmets were not to be worn unless
authorised. The same concept was used initially
in Iraq and Afghanistan, but was quickly abandoned as being unsafe. The helmet design was
greatly improved to provide space for radio headsets, night vision devices and ear protection.
Linked with the provision of body armour was
vehicle protection. Protection for landrovers was first
used after WW2 in Aden with the welding of steel plate
to protect the underneath of the vehicle from an exploding land mine also a roll bar was added above the driver.
The Landrover in Northern Ireland had light armour protection as shown, but this only provided protection from
low velocity small arms. The last picture shows the
Jackal. This had greater power than the Landrover, better
armour providing more effective protection below
against an IED. Body armour and vehicle protection are
constantly being revised and updated.

